Media and the Senses
COMS 655 — Winter 2010

Irregularly Scheduled (see below for details)
Some Tuesdays 10:00am-1:00pm, W-220 Arts
Some Thursdays, 10am-1pm, W5 Arts
Cornelius Borck
Office: TBA
Email: borck@imgwf.uni-luebeck.de
Office Hours: By appointment, please.
Jonathan Sterne
Office: Arts W280
Email: jonathan.sterne@mcgill.ca (I check at least once daily M-F when I’m in town)
Office hours: By appointment, please.
Prospectus:
Sensation and perception have been enduring themes in the humanities and social sciences for
well over a century. Because media are both designed and criticized with special attention to
sense experience, debates around the social character of sensation in modernity have often
gravitated toward discussions of media. This course will thus offer students a chance to consider
a range of intellectual traditions and approaches to media and the senses. While we cannot cover
all possible media or sense experiences, we also hope to encourage students to think across the
senses and call into question doxic assumptions regarding the hierarchy, character or politics of
various kinds of sense experience. As part of that process, we will revisit some of the central
debates in the humanities over the past half-century: the debates over essentialism and
antiessentialism, universalism and particularism; arguments regarding embodiment; the
epistemological status of psychology, physiology and the neurosciences in humanistic argument;
and considerations of the mutual implications of subjectivities and regimes of power.
As this course is being co-taught, it follows an irregular schedule to make maximum use of
Cornelius Borck’s presence in Montreal. We will meet twice in January, eight times in March,
and three in April (see schedule below for details). The reading load will be the same as if the
course followed a weekly schedule, so students are urged to use the early-term downtime to get a
head start on readings for March.
Class meetings will consist of regular lectures and discussion, and occasional creative or
experimental in-class projects. Students will undertake a semester project and help direct
discussion several times during the term.
Required Readings:
There is a packet of required and recommended course readings available at Copie Nova.
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Requirements
Etiquette:
1. Full and complete attendance, attention, participation, listening and reading (of required
texts). We expect the very best you can give.
2. Good faith and good humor toward your colleagues in the classroom. For both:
disagreements are expected and encouraged, but please keep nitpicking to a minimum;
personal attacks and intimidation are not acceptable under any circumstance. Follow the
Golden Rule. Encourage basic questions as well as advanced ones.
Product (and % of Semester Grade):
I.

Participation in Class Discussions (20%)
We expect everyone to participate regularly in class discussion. You should come every
week ready to discuss the readings. We notice (and appreciate it) when students make good
contributions to the course on the listserv or in other ways besides speaking up in class.
Please note that we distinguish between quantity and quality. We also notice when students
are routinely late and/or absent.
Requirements for class discussion are as follows: good faith, attention to the readings, and
relevance to the course. We want to avoid “seek and destroy” sessions. If you have
something critical to say, be ready to explain how the piece could be improved. If you
disagree with the premise of the piece, then read for what motivates the argument.

II.

Discussion Facilitation (20%)
Each week, at least three students will help facilitate discussion. Discussion leaders should
be prepared to discuss the readings in depth. Depending on enrollment and other factors, you
may perform one role more than the others. NOTE: some weeks we may have something
special in mind for discussion, in which case we will collaborate with the facilitators.
The Inquisitor will bring in discussion questions and topics, and lead the discussion. When
you are in this role, email to the class list (which we will set up) no later than 24 hours before
your assigned class meeting, with a list of questions and topics to discuss. You should aim to
get at the most important issues in the readings, which will also mean prioritizing them, since
we won’t be able to discuss every aspect of every reading every week. Questions can be
oriented around anything from really basic content questions (like “what does the passage on
p. 25 mean?”) all the way up to “big picture” issues that connect the week’s readings with
other discussions we’ve had in the course. Please avoid (as much as possible) more than
passing references to materials from other courses or materials you’ve read from outside the
course.
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The Finder of Objects will bring in an object for us to discuss in relation to the readings.
Your object may be an image, a sound recording, a device, or anything else you see fit to
bring in. We prefer that people bring in objects created by someone other than themselves,
but if you made something particularly cool, please consult with us. If you need audiovisual
equipment, please let us know as soon as possible (no later than 24 hours before the class
meeting) so that we can make arrangements. Audiovisual material should be of short
duration – no longer than approximately 5 minutes.
Inquisitors and Finders of Objects, please note that class dynamics will vary from week to
week and will follow people’s particular interests and energies. DO NOT BE
DISCOURAGED if you prepared something wonderful and the class went in another
direction. This happens to us all the time and is part of the teaching process. It is better to
have a good class session than to stick to a plan.
The Cleaner will take notes of any readings, authors or texts mentioned in class that are not
on the syllabus. Within 24 hours of the end of class, he or she will then email the people who
mentioned them and ask for a full reference. If the reference doesn’t appear in a day or two,
the cleaner should send a reminder email. Once he or she has collected all of the relevant
citations, the Cleaner will make a single post to the course listserv with all of the information
from the previous week’s class neatly compiled. If a classmate doesn’t respond, the cleaner
should do his or her best to track down the errant source.
III.

Semester Project (60%)
All semester projects will result in
•
•
•
•

a short scholarly talk during one of the two final April sessions
two 1-2pp emails to the instructors on the development of the project, the first
due by 4pm on 1 March and the second due 72 hours before your scheduled
presentation in April
a formal scholarly paper of at least 20 pages due by 4:00pm on Monday 19 April
due by email to both instructors.
Please note that a proper scholarly apparatus (notes, cites, page numbers) is a
requirement for your papers, though we are somewhat flexible on matters of
tone. It should be sent in .doc, .docx, .rtf, or .pdf format.

Though it is unreasonable of us to expect a paper of “publishable quality” at the end of a
seminar, we do expect a polished paper that reflects sustained thought and careful revision.
It should also use a recognized scholarly reference system. We recommend Chicago Style
with footnotes, but will accept MLA, APA, Chicago parenthetical, Harvard, or any other
style widely used in the humanities or social sciences.
You are encouraged to meet with us throughout the semester as you work on your project,
and you are encouraged to submit your proposal early.
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The following options are suggestions only; we are open to combinations of options or
alternative papers, so long as they remain within the framework of the humanities.
Option 1:

Application Paper

For this paper, you will synthesize a methodological or theoretical approach from a few of
the readings assigned for the course and do your own study of a phenomenon out in the
world. This paper may include some original research, but it is not intended to be a massive
research undertaking.
Option 2:

Revision Paper

Revision is not a skill often taught in graduate school, but it should be. This is your chance
to take a piece of writing (somehow relevant to the course) that you’ve already begun and
revise it toward a concrete end (for instance, for publication in a journal), using materials
from the course to refine your thinking about your project and develop your analysis. Keep
in mind that the purpose of this option is to facilitate extended reflection upon research you
have already undertaken; it is not to facilitate further research.
Option 3:

Synthesis Paper

This option is modeled on the PhD comprehensive examination process for Communication
Studies. The final paper will make use of the course bibliography and a few select additional
readings to answer one or two questions in a 20-page paper. The exact wording of the
questions will be arrived at in consultation with us.
Option 4:

The Research Paper

Given the constraints of a semester full of coursework and other events, this is the most
difficult option. It is not for procrastinators or the faint of heart. For this paper, you will
conduct substantial research on a phenomenon relevant to media and the senses. The paper
will be made up primarily of original research, as opposed to commentary on course
materials, though it must not be a paper you could have written before you took this course.
The conclusions reached in the paper, likewise, should be conclusions you could not have
reached before doing the research.
For the email due on 1 March: we would like a 1-2pp preliminary description of your
project, the sources you plan to use, any ideas as to an argument that you already think you
can make. If you are doing the application paper, discuss the “case” to which you will apply
the readings from the course and what readings you intend to “apply” (and how). If you are
doing the revision, include a copy of the paper you hope to revise. If you are doing the
synthesis paper, include a proposed bibliography. If you are doing the research paper,
include a brief outline of a research plan.
7
For the email due 72 hours before your presentation in April: we would like a 1-2pp
outline of the presentation. This should focus more on the argument and not simply be a
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“show and tell” of all the research you have done (or materials you have collected) to this
point. While some explanation will be necessary in the presentation, we want to be able to
give you a chance to try out your argument before you commit it to paper, and get feedback
on your ideas.
How to Present on the 6th or 8th of April.
It is our preference that students present in as fluid a fashion as possible – i.e., give a speech,
don’t just read a paper. However, recognizing that not everyone is comfortable doing that,
students may elect to read from a written text. If you choose to read to us, please make
enough copies of your text so that everyone can follow along. If time limits are short, you
will need to read an excerpt.
More details on the presentation and the project will be offered during the term.
How to Interpret Graduate-Level Grades:
A:
A-:
B+:
B:
B-:

Good work
Satisfactory
There is a problem with what you submitted
There is a substantial problem with what you submitted
Lowest possible passing grade in a graduate course; indicates a major problem but
not a failure
C+ or lower: Officially considered a “fail” by the Graduate Studies Office.
More on Grading:
You have the right to submit your written work in French. If you plan to do so, please contact us
well in advance of the due date so we can make arrangements for evaluation, as we are not fluent
in French. All verbal presentations must be in English.
In rare cases, if your performance on any assignment is not satisfactory, we may ask you to do it
again.
Auditors:
Auditors are welcome to participate in the course on the following conditions:
•
•
•

They request (and we grant) permission to audit the course.
They follow the same rules of etiquette as enrolled students. That means attending all
classes and arriving each week ready to discuss the readings.
Depending on enrollment, they may be called upon to facilitate discussion during the
semester.
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Unpleasant Business:
Late papers may not receive written comments and will earn a reduced grade.
Activities for which you must be present (e.g., inquisitor, finder of objects, cleaner) cannot be
made up. If you know you will be absent on a day for which you are obligated, trade with one
of your colleagues. Notify us of the trade if it happens. This is your responsibility, not ours.
The K contract: At McGill, grades of incomplete are called “K” grades and they are only
supposed to be assigned after the student and professor have agreed upon a contract. We do not
give incompletes (“K” grades) except in truly extraordinary personal circumstances that can be
documented. Please note that as Jonathan Sterne is on sabbatical in 2010-11 and Cornelius
Borck lives in Germany, any extensions granted will end before the end of summer 2010.
The Coerced K: Should a student fail to turn in a final paper and fail to contact us well before
the deadline for submission of grades, we will issue a K grade without a contract. In these
circumstances, should the paper be completed at a later date, it will receive a mark. However,
students who receive a “K” in this fashion will not be eligible to receive an “A” or “A-” for the
course. K grades revert to “F” grades at the end of the next term unless a contract extension is
signed by both professor and student. Under no circumstances will we offer an extension to a K
that was granted without a contract.
It is your responsibility to make sure we receive any assignment you turn in. If you email it
to us or leave it for us at a time other than the due date, make sure you get a note from us saying
we received your paper. Otherwise, assume we don’t have it.
Required Academic Integrity Statement: McGill University values academic integrity.
Therefore, all students must understand the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism
and other academic offences under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures
(see www.mcgill.ca/integrity for more information).
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Course Schedule
All readings required unless otherwise noted.
Any changes to the schedule will be announced in class.
Note: it is possible the first two sessions will have to be rescheduled for the first two weeks in February. If this
happens, registered students will be notified by email and a note will be placed outside the door of W220 Arts.

5 January: Introduction
Apologia + Tele-Cornelius
12 January: Media and the Senses: Some Greatest Hits
Benjamin, Walter. “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.” In Illuminations, 217252. New York: Shocken, 1968.
McLuhan, Marshall. “Introduction”, “Medium is the Message” and “Media Hot and Cold.” In
Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, 3-32, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964.
Mulvey, Laura. “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.” In Narrative, Apparatus, Ideology: A Film
Theory Reader, edited by Philip Rosen, 198-209. New York: Columbia University Press, 1996
(1975).
Also available online at:
http://imlportfolio.usc.edu/ctcs505/mulveyVisualPleasureNarrativeCinema.pdf
Foucault, Michel. “Panopticism.” In Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. Translated by Alan
Sheridan, 195-228. New York: Vintage Books, 1977.
Recommended
Lukács, Georg. “The Phenomenon of Reification.” In History and Class Consciousness: Studies
in Marxist Dialectics, translated by Rodney Livingstone, 83-110. Cambridge: MIT Press,
1968.
Innis, Harold. “The Bias of Communication” and “A Critical Review.” In The Bias of
Communication, 33-60, 190-195. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991.
Debord, Guy. Society of the Spectacle. Available online at
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/debord/society.htm
Bolter, Jay, and Richard Grusin. “Immediate, Hypermediacy and Remediation” and “Mediation and
Remediation.” in Remediation: Understanding New Media, 20-62. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000.
19 Jan-23 Feb: Read ahead so that March doesn’t overwhelm you.
1 March: Due date for provisional project email.
2 March: Phenomenology
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. “The Primacy of Perception and Its Philosophical Consequences.” In The
Primacy of Perception, and Other Essays on Phenomenological Psychology, the Philosophy of
Art, History, and Politics, 12-42. Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1964.
Ihde, Don. “Under the Signs of Husserl and Heidegger” and “First Phenomenology.” In Listening and
Voice: Phenomenologies of Sound (Second Edition), 17-45. Albany: SUNY Press, 2007.
Ahmed, Sara. “Orientations Toward Objects.” In Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others,
25-63. Durham: Duke University Press, 2006.
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Recommended
Husserl, Edmund. “Phenomenology.” In The Essential Husserl, 322-336. Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1999.
Heidegger, Martin. “Origin of the Work of Art.” In Off the Beaten Track, 1-56. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2002.
Ramsey, Ramsey Eric. The Long Path to Nearness, Atlantic Highlands, N.J.: Humanities Press,
1998.
4 March: Proprioception, Haptics, Embodiment
Mauss, Marcel. “Body Techniques.” In Sociology and Psychology: Essays, Translated by Ben Brewster,
95-123. Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979.
Bourdieu, Pierre. “Program for a Sociology of Sport,” Sociology of Sport Journal 5:2 (1988): 153-61.
Young, Iris Marion. “Throwing Like a Girl: A Phenomenology of Feminine Comportment, Motility and
Spatiality.” In On Female Body Experience: “Throwing Like a Girl” And Other Essays, 27-45.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2005.
Hansen, Mark B. N. “Toward a Technics of the Flesh.” In Bodies in Code: Interfaces with Digital
Media, 25-103. New York: Routledge, 2006.
Recommended
Elias, Norbert. “On Behaviour at the Table.” In The Civilizing Process: Sociogenetic and Psychogenetic
Investigations, translated by Edmund Jephcott, Revised Edition, edited by Eric Dunning, Johan
Goudsblom and Stephen Mennell, 72-109. Malden: Blackwell, 2000.
Bourdieu, Pierre. “Sport and Social Class,” Social Science Information 17:6 (1978): 819-40.
Hillis, Ken. “Identity, Embodiment and Place—VR as Postmodern Technology.” In Digital Sensations:
Space, Identity and Embodiment in Virtual Reality, 164-199. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1999.
Hansen, Mark B. N. “What’s Virtual About VR? ‘Reality’ as Body-Brain Achievement,” In New
Philosophy for a New Media, 161-195. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004.
9 March: Prosthesis, Sensory Extensions, and Body Montage
Doherty, Brigid. “See: ‘We Are All Neurasthenics’! or, the Trauma of Dada Montage,” Critical
Inquiry 24:1 (1997): 82-132.
Sobchack, Vivian. “A Leg to Stand On: Prosthetics, Metaphor, and Materiality.” In Carnal
Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image Culture, 205-225. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2004.
Hayles, N. Katherine. “Flesh and Metal: Reconfiguring the Mindbody in Virtual Environment.”
In Data Made Flesh: Embodying Information, edited by Robert Mitchell and Phillip
Thurtle, 229-248. London: Routledge, 2004.
Gunning, Tom. “To Scan a Ghost: The Ontology of Mediated Vision,” Grey Room 26 (2007):
94-127.
Recommended
Foster, Hal. Prosthetic Gods. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004.
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Cartwright, Lisa & Brian Goldfarb. “On the Subject of Neural and Sensory Prosthesis.” In The
Prosthetic Impulse: From a Posthuman Present to a Biocultural Future, edited by
Marquard Smith and Joanne Morra, 125-154. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006.
Manovich, Lev. “Visual Technologies as Cognitive Prosthesis: A Short History of the
Externalization of the Mind.” In The Prosthetic Impulse: From a Posthuman Present to a
Biocultural Future, edited by Marquard Smith and Joanne Morra, 203-219. Cambridge:
MIT Press, 2006.
Wegenstein, Bernadette. “The Medium is the Body.” In Getting Under the Skin, 119-162.
Cambridge: MIT Press 2006.
11 March: Machines of Mediation
Fuller, Matthew. “The Camera That Ate Itself,” In Media Ecologies: Materialist Energies in Art and
Technoculture, 85-107. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2005.
Case, Sue-Ellen. “Act Three, Scene Two: Mid-Century Modern.” In Performing Science and the
Virtual, 114-142. New York: Routledge, 2007.
Vogl, Joseph. “Becoming-Media: Galileo’s Telescope,” Grey Room 29 (2008): 14-25.
Pias, Claus. “Hollerith ‘Feathered Crystal’: Art, Science, and Computing in the Era of
Cybernetics,” Grey Room 29 (2008): 110-133.
Recommended
Kittler, Friedrich A. “Computer Graphics: A Semi-Technical Introduction,” Grey Room 02
(2001): 30-45.
Rainey, Lawrence. “Shock Effects: Marinetti, Pathology, and Italian Avant-Garde Poetics.” In
The Mind of Modernism: Medicine, Psychology, and the Cultural Arts in Europe and
America, 1880-1940, edited by Mark S. Micale, 197-213. Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 2004.
Wills, David. Dorsality : Thinking Back Through Technology and Politics, Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2008.
16 March: The Art of Irritation
Kraynak, Janet. “Dependent Participation: Bruce Nauman’s Environments,” Grey Room 10
(2003): 22-45.
Esposito, Elena. “The Art of Contingency,” Critical Inquiry 31:1 (2004): 7-25.
Jones, Caroline A. ed. “The Mediated Sensorium.” In Sensorium: Embodied Experience,
Technology, and Contemporary Art, 5-49. Boston: MIT Press, 2006.
Recommended
Gregory, R. L. and Ernst H. Gombrich eds. Illusion in Nature and Art. London: Duckworth,
1973.
Crocker, Stephen. “Sounds Complicated: What Sixties Audio Experiments Can Teach Us about
the New Media Environments.” In Fluid Screens, Expanded Cinema, edited by Janine
Marchessault and Susan Lord, 52-73. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007.
18 March: Gazing and Listening (note: this session may be rescheduled to the 30th)
McCarthy, Anna. “Shaping Public and Private Space with TV Screens.” In Ambient Television : Visual
Culture and Public Space, Console-Ing Passions, 117-153. Durham: Duke University Press,
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2001.
Levin, Thomas Y. “'Tones from out of Nowhere': Rudolph Pfenninger and the Archaeology of
Synthetic Sound,” Grey Room 12 (2003): 32-79.
Connor, Steven. “Edison's Teeth: Touching Hearing.” In Hearing Cultures: Essays on Sound, Listening
and Modernity, edited by Veit Erlmann, 153-72. New York: Berg, 2004.
Andrejevic, Mark. “Introduction” and “Three Dimensions of iCulture.” In iSpy: Surveillance and Power
in the Interactive Era, 1-51. Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 2007.
Recommended
Kahn, Douglas. “Part I: Significant Noises.” In Noise, Water, Meat: A History of Sound in the
Arts, 20-67. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2002.
Liu, Catherine. “A Brief Genealogy of Privacy: CTRL [Space]: Rhetorics of Surveillance from
Bentham to Big Brother,” Grey Room 15 (2004): 102-119.
Nancy, Jean-Luc. “Listening.” In Listening. Translated by Charlotte Mandell, 1-46. New York: Fordham
University Press, 2007.
23 March: Making Sense of Common Sense
Kuriyama, Shigehisa. “The Expressiveness of Colors.” In The Expressiveness of the Body and
the Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine, 153-192. New York: Zone Books, 2002.
Wegenstein, Bernadette. “If You Won’t SHOOT Me, At Least DELETE Me! Performance Art
from 1960s Wounds to 1990s Extensions.” In Data Made Flesh: Embodying
Information, edited by Robert Mitchell and Phillip Thurtle, 210-227. London: Routledge,
2004.
Heller-Roazen, Daniel. “To Myself; or, The Great Dane” and “Of Flying Creatures.” In The
Inner Touch: Archeology of a Sensation, 211-236. New York: Zone Books, 2007.
Stafford, Barbara Maria. “Reverberations.” In Echo Objects: The Cognitive Work of Images,
205-216. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007.
Recommended
Rosenblatt, Nina. “Empathy and Anaesthesia: On the Origins of a French Machine Aesthetic,”
Grey Room 02 (2001): 78–97.
Gunning, Tom. “In Your Face: Physiognomy, Photography, and the Gnostic Mission of Early
Film.” In The Mind of Modernism: Medicine, Psychology, and the Cultural Arts in
Europe and America, 1880-1940, edited by Mark S. Micale, 141-171. Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2004.
Connor, Steven. “The Menagerie of the Senses,” The Senses & Society 1:1 (2006): 9-26.
25 March: Aesthetics of Distortion
Sobchack, Vivian. “Nostalgia for a Digital Object: Regrets on the Quickening of Quicktime.” In
Memory Bytes: History, Technology and Digital Culture, edited by Lauren Rabinovitz and
Abraham Geil, 305-329. Durham: Duke University Press, 2004.
Hainge, Greg. “Of Glitch and Men: The Place of the Human in the Successful Integration of Failure and
Noise in the Digital Realm,” Communication Theory 17:1 (2007): 26-42.
Bruno, Giuliana. “Mind Works. Rebeccca Horn’s Interior Art.” In Public Intimacy: Architecture and the
Visual Arts, 119-158. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2007.
Hildebrand, Lucas. “Analog Video and Aesthetics” and “Grainy Days and Mondays: Superstar and
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Bootleg Aesthetics.” In Inherent Vice: Bootleg Histories of Videotape and Copyright. 11-16 and
161-190, Durham: Duke University Press, 2009.
Recommended
Chion, Michel. “The Three Listening Modes,” “The Real and the Rendered,” and “Television,
Video Art, Music Video,” Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, Translated by Claudia
Gorbman, 25-34, 95-122, 157-169. New York: Columbia University Press, 1994.
Poss, Robert. “Distortion Is Truth,” Leonardo Music Journal 8:1 (1998): 45-48.
Special issue of Culture Machine on recording: http://culturemachine.tees.ac.uk/frm_f1.htm
30 March no class, unless the 18th is rescheduled.
1 April: Synthetic Worlds
Colomina, Beatriz. “Unbreathed Air 1956,” Grey Room 15 (2004): 28-59.
Joseph, Branden W. “Plastic Empathy: The Ghost of Robert Whitman,” Grey Room 25 (2006):
64-91.
Galloway, Alexander R. “Gamic Action, Four Moments.” In Gaming: Essays on Algorithmic Culture, 138 Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006.
Josephson, Paul. “The Ocean's Hot Dog: The Development of the Fish Stick.” In Technology and
Culture 49:1 (2008): 41-61.
Recommended
Peryam, D. R., and N. F. Girardot. “Advanced Taste Test Method.” In Food Engineering 24:194 (1952):
58-61.
Colomina, Beatriz. “Enclosed by Images: The Eameses’ Multimedia Architecture,” Grey Room
02 (2001): 6-29.
Pallasmaa, Juhani. The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses, Chichester, Hobken, NJ:
John Wiley and Sons, 2005.
Belasco, Warren. “The Recombinant Future.” In Meals to Come: A History of the Future of Food, 219261. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006.
Note: A 1-2 page email due to the professors outlining your argument in the presentation is due
72 hours before the class session in which you will present.
6 April: Student presentations
8 April: Student presentations
19 April: Paper due, emailed to both professors. Be sure one of us replies that it has been
received.

